
ARMORGlass
Screen protectors installation tips

Regular fit

Put the device on charge since it will warmed up 
which can ease the installation

Starts the installation from the top of the device 
using the selfie camera as a reference point

In order to properly align the 
screen protector, install it while 

the screen is On and on a bright 
wallpaper/ page.

You will then be able to use the 
screen bezel as a reference 

point

Once it is properly align, press 
on it starting from the top center 
and move your finger across the 

screen to the bottom of it. If 
bubbles appears, don't panic it's 

normal. Just use a card and 
push them to the edges

If the alignment is not perfect, 
you can always pull up the 

screen protectors from the side 
and adjust it accordingly. Just 

make sure to not touch the glue

Use all the tools included with 
the screen protector, especially 

the blue adhesive film: 
Removing all the dust will result 

on a clear installation
with no permanent bubbles.

For a complete installation tutorial, please watch the video we made for you 
(Click here)
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https://vimeo.com/684745572/f63d50ab7b


ARMORGlass
Screen protectors installation tips

Special fit 
(curved screen / under-display fingerprint reader)

Put the device on charge since it 
will warmed up which can ease 

the installation

Starts the installation from the top of the device 
using the selfie camera as a reference point

In order to properly align the 
screen protector, install it while 

the screen is On and on a bright 
wallpaper/ page .

You will then be able to use the 
screen bezel as a reference 

point

Once it's properly aligned, press 
on the bezel to install it since it's 

where the glue seats.

If the alignment is not perfect, 
you can always pull up the 

screen protectors from the side 
and adjust it accordingly. Just 

make sure to not touch the glue

Use all the tools included with 
the screen protector, especially 

the blue adhesive film: 
Removing all the dust will result 

on a clear installation
with no permanent bubbles.

For a complete installation tutorial, please watch the video we made for you 
(Click here)
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With a under-display fingerprint 
reader, the most important thing 

is to make sure there is no 
bubbles remaining. 

Use a card to push all the 
bubbles to the edges.

https://vimeo.com/684751564/a926e35e93

